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57 ABSTRACT 

An ozone generator apparatus and method of making 
same having inner and outer tubes connected together 
with spacers therebetween leaving air space between 
the tubes. The smaller tube has a copper rod attached 
along its axis and is filled with a brine solution and the 
larger tube is either metal or has a metallic coating with 
a voltage source connected between the larger tube 
and the copper rod. Air is forced and directed between 
the larger and smaller tubes where ozone is generated. 

3 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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ozoNE GENERATOR AND METHOD OF MAKING 
SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an ozone generator 
or ozonator and more particularly to an ozonator hav 
ing a high output, but which is small, compact, and easy 
to assemble, and operate, yet operates on commercially 
available current. 

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE PRIOR ART 

this well known that the basic ozonator comprises a 
pair of elongated metal electrodes separated by an in 
sulator. When a current of air is passed between the 
electrodes and a high voltage alternating current is ap 
plied to the electrodes, ozone is formed. The reaction 
is expressed by the following electrochemical equation: 
30+e m 203 

where e is the initial electron charge generated. 
The power input to an ozonator is a function of the 

voltage and frequency as follows: 
W= 4fCEE -( C/C) El 

where. 
W = power 
f = frequency. 
C = Capacity of dielectric insulator 
C = Capacity of discharge gap 
C = CCfC - C 
E = Discharge potential across gap 
E = Peak voltage across electrode 

For any given ozonator C C, and Eo are constants. 
Thus, where 0 is converted into Oa, it would appear 

that it is only necessary to design an ozonator configu 
ration where the most voltage can be applied in a given 
space at the highest possible frequency, and where 0. 
is the raw input this is true. 
However, it must be remembered that air and not ox 

ygen is the raw material. To carry out the reaction, pos 
itive ions" in 0, must be attracted to a negative charge 
on the electrode. This then repels the negative ions 
which unite with other atoms of 0 to form unstable 03. 
Because of the instability of 0s, it will revert back to 0, 
if allowed to drift back into air. 
In addition, since air contains moisture, H2O hydro 

gen ions are also attracted in a similar manner. Nitro 
gen in air exists in a nitrogen/oxygen ratio of about 4 to 
1, and is relatively inert. However, nitrogen reacts with 
ozone in a hot tube forming principally nitrogen diox 
ide as follows: 

3 N + 40 -> 6NO, 
Thus, a high power in a small volume tube according 
to the foregoing equation given will produce consider 
able heat enhancing the nitrous oxide reaction. 
Also, the hydrogen ions assemble around the elec 

trode form water, i.e., the pipe will sweat, preventing 
efficient functioning of the ozonator at the same time 
that the nitrogen forms undesired compounds with the 
ozone reducing the amount of ozone available. The re 
actions do not proceed stoichiometrically, and, the 
amount of undesired components depends on a variety 
of factors. But, nevertheless, it is highly desirable to 
provide an arrangement which will inhibit the hydrogen 
and nitrogen reactions so as to favor the formation of 
unstable 0. 
Generally speaking, the present invention contem 

plates an ozonator having an inner metal electrode sur 
rounded by a higher polymer inner tube with an elec 
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2 
trolyte between the inner electrode and the inner tube. 
The inner tube is surrounded by an outer higher poly 
mer tube around which are wrapped several sheets of 
a metal foil, e.g., copper or aluminum, forming an outer 
electrode, The two electrodes are connected to a 
source of voltage of upwards of 10,000 volts, AC. 
When air is blown between the inner and outer tubes 
from one end of the tube and a high voltage is applied 
between electrodes, ozone will flow from the other end 
of the tube and the formation of undesired reactants 
will be substantially inhibited. 
The process of the present invention covers the steps 

of cutting two pieces of plastic pipe to predetermined 
lengths, one pipe being smaller in diameter than the 
second, then locating and sealing the smaller pipe in 
the larger one with nonconductive spaces therebe 
tween, attaching a copper rod in the smaller diameter 
pipe along its longitudinal axis and filling this pipe with 
a brine solution, wrapping and attaching the larger di 
ameter tube with a metal fold and connecting leads 
from a voltage source to the copper tubing and metal 
fold. The outer tubing may be substituted with a metal 
tubing such as an aluminum tube in place of the plastic 
tube with metal coating. 
The invention as well as other objects and advantages 

thereof will become more apparent from the following 
detailed description when taken together with the ac 
companying drawing in which: 
FIG. 1 is a longitudinal perspective view of the appa 

ratus contemplated herein; 
FIG. 2 shows a longitudinal schematic and sectional 

view of the apparatus of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a view along line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a view along line 4-4 of FIG. 2; and 
FIG. 5 illustrates in cross section the electrode con 

nection. 
The ozone generator or ozonator contemplated 

herein generally comprises an inner polyvinyl chloride 
(hereinafter called PVC), tube 13 with an axial con 
ducting copper rod 15 inside. The PVC is filled with a 
liquid electrolitic solution 17 comprised of common 
salt in solution or solution of water and sulfuric acid or 
other suitable liquid conductor. The inner tube 13 is 
sealed with seals 19, 21, water-tight at both ends to pre 
vent leakage. The copper rod has an extension 23 
which extends far enough at one end to join a terminal 
25 to which a wire 27 is attached to go to one side of 
15,000 volts AC transformer 29. 
The inner tube 13 is placed inside another outer PVC 

tube 31 of a little larger diameter to allow a space 33 
of approximately one-quarter inch all around. This dis 
tance is maintained by means of spacers 35 placed 
equidistant on all sides to support the outer tube in 
place. 
The outer tube 31 is wrapped with several turns of 

aluminum foil to provide a metal sheath 37 around the 
PVC tubing. Transformer 29 and a wire 27a from the 
other terminal are attached to the aluminum foil at a 
junction 39 which preferably should be an ohmic junc 
tion to insure high voltage. The metal sheath 37 pro 
vides an electric field of high voltage upon a dielectric 
surface which reacts with the opposite electrode con 
tained in the inner tube so as to create an arcing flow 
of current between the two PVC tubes to produce a co 
rona discharge which converts the oxygen in the forced 
air flow into ozone. 
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An outer shell of PVC tubing 41 is fitted over the alu 
minum covered shell and inner tube providing an en 
closed unit which is fitted with an opening at one end 
for air inlet 43 and at the other end there is an outlet 
45 for the ozone mixture. Inside the cap of the air inlet 
43 a perforated disc 47 is placed to distribute the in 
coming air evenly about the inner tube so that maxi 
mum advantage of the area of discharge is used. 
The voltage may be regulated to a precise 115 V on 

the primary side by increasing or decreasing the 
strength of the electrolytic solution or thickness of 
PVC walls, thus eliminating the use of a variac or volt age regulator. 
The size of this generator is limited only by the avail 

ability of larger sizes of PVC tubing. The generator is 
energized by a standard 115 V AC to 15,000 V AC 
neon transformer. The applied voltage may also be reg 
ulated by a voltage regulator or variac. 
By the foregoing construction, two separate electri 

cally reacting chambers are used. First there is the 
inner chamber with the liquid electrolytic solution. 
Then, there is the outer chamber between the inner and 
outer PVC tubes where the passing air and ozone acts 
as a dielectric. The moisture in the air separating into 
H -- O and H is controlled by the inner chamber elec 
trolyte. Meanwhile, the formation of nitrogen oxide is 
also inhibited because nitrogen dioxide is an oxidizing 
agent and tends to react with the axial copper rod ac 
cording to the reaction 
3NO + HO -> 2 HNO + NO 
CU + 4HNO - CU(NO) + 2NO + 2HO 

Also, it tend to react with the sulfuric acid electrolyte 
to form nitrosylsulfuric acid. 
Therefore, the construction described effectively fa 
vors the formation of the ozone and inhibits other reac 
tions as the copper rod and liquid electrolyte tend to 
prevent the dissipation of the formed ozone into nitro 
gen dioxide. 
The present invention is produced by cutting two 

lengths of plastic tubing or one length of metal tubing 
and one length of plastic tubing, such as commercially 
available polyvinyl chloride tubing; one length of tub 
ing being of sufficiently smaller diameter than the other 
so that one can fit inside the other with space therebe 
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4 
tween. Spacers of a nonconductive material are used in 
a plurality of spaces between the tubes to keep them 
separated a predetermined distance. A copper rod is 
attached in the inner tube along the tube's longitudinal 
axis by rubber stoppers or of sealing caps which caps 
also seal a brine solution in the inner tube. The copper 
rod is connected to one side of a high voltage source 
from a transformer and the outer tube if nonconductive 
is wrapped with a metal fold, such as aluminum fold, 
and the other lead from the voltage source attached 
thereto. The larger tube can also be a metal tube and 
can be capped to direct the flow of air between the 
tubes with a flow directing screen for controlling the 
flow of air placed at one end. A fan may be located to 
force air between the tubes. This method provides for 
the inexpensive production of ozonators from com 
monly available materials and products, which is both 
reliable and easily repaired. 
The present invention is not to be construed as lim 

ited to the particular forms disclosed herein since these 
are to be regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive. 

I claim: 
1. The process of making an ozone generator com 

prising the steps of: 
a. cutting nonconductive pipe of predetermined di 
ameter to a predetermined length; 

b. cutting a second pipe of predetermined diameter 
to a predetermined length; 

c. attaching said nonconductive pipe inside said sec 
ond pipe and spaced from the inside of said second pipe; 

d. attaching a metallic rod along the longitudinal axis 
of said nonconductive pipe; 

e. filling said nonconductive pipe with a predeter 
mined solution; and 

f. attaching a voltage source across said metallic rod 
and said second pipe to produce an ozonator. 

2. The method according to claim 1 including the 
steps of attaching a metallic coating to the outside of 
said second pipe. 

3. The method according to claim 2 including attach 
ing a flow directing member to one end of said pipes for 
forcing air between said pipes. 
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